The milk-derived peptides isoleucine-proline-proline (IPP) and valine-proline-proline (VPP) have been shown to reduce systolic blood pressure (SBP). This decrease is convincingly shown in subjects of Asian origin, but less consistent results have been obtained in European populations.
Hypertension can be prevented with lifestyle measures, such as physical activity, maintaining a normal body weight, and adopting a healthy diet. 1 Besides this, several randomized trials and meta-analyses have shown that some peptides derived from milk proteins, such as isoleucine-proline-proline (IPP) and valine-proline-proline (VPP), decrease systolic blood pressure (SBP). [2] [3] [4] The precise mechanisms responsible for this antihypertensive effect are still unknown, but it may involve the inhibition of angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE), 5, 6 production of vasodilators, 7, 8 or an effect on sympathetic nervous activity. 9 Although previous meta-analyses of the effect of VPP or IPP have estimated decreases in SBP of -4.8 mm Hg (95% CI, -6.0 to -3.7) 3 or -3.73 mm Hg (95% CI, -6.70 to -1.76]), 4 some heterogeneity existed among the studies on which these analyses were done, and the effect of IPP/VPP on SBP appeared stronger in Asian subjects (-6.93 mm Hg) than in European subjects (-1.17 mm Hg). 4 Indeed, effective dosages of antihypertensive drugs vary according to ethnicity. 10 Thus, for example, the same dosage of perindopril decreases SBP more effectively in Japanese patients than in European patients (P = 0.001). 11 However, it is also possible that the smaller and marginally nonsignificant effect of IPP/VPP (P = 0.07) observed in European populations is linked to the small number of studies of European subjects that were included in our previous meta-analysis. 4 This may have led to an insufficient statistical power to detect an effect in Europeans, in whom the effects of IPP/VPP were likely to be smaller than in Japanese subjects. Several studies have been published since our previous analysis, and are included in the meta-analysis described in the present report of the effect of IPP/VPP on SBP in European subjects. The objectives of this meta-analysis were to estimate the size of the change in SBP after IPP/VPP intake and to identify the roles of the various characteristics of subjects and studies in this change.
MethoDS
This meta-analysis was done according to the recommendations of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) statement 12 (see the supplementary digital content SDC Table 1 ).
Search strategy and selection criteria
Potentially relevant published studies from the Medline and Cochrane databases were identified through a search limited to human adults as study subjects. The retrieved publications were screened independently by two nutritional scientists with doctoral degrees, who resolved potential conflicts in the selection of studies through detailed discussions of the full text of each study. Reviews, studies not involving humans, or studies that were not randomized, double-blinded, and placebo-controlled were excluded from the meta-analysis, as were studies in which no measure of SBP or no intervention with IPP/VPP was reported. Additionally, studies enrolling non-European populations or drug-treated hypertensive patients, or those testing IPP/VPP for less than 1 week or at high dosages (above 12 mg/d), which are unlikely to be easily available in everyday life, were excluded (SDC Table 2 ).
A data extraction sheet was developed for the collection of data. The extracted data were independently checked by two trained statisticians, with disagreements resolved by discussion. Authors of seven publications were contacted for further information. All responded, and five provided the level of precision required. Adequate data could not be retrieved for two studies, 13 for one of which we used the same data as used in a previous meta-analysis, 4 and for the second of which 14 we extrapolated the analyzed data from a graphical presentation in the published paper.
Information was extracted from each included trial on: (i) characteristics of participants (mean age, blood pressure (BP) status, country of origin); (ii) characteristics of the study, including its design, duration of IPP/VPP administration, and year of publication; and (iii) primary outcome measure (change from baseline to endpoint office SBP), secondary outcome measure (change in office diastolic BP (DBP)), number of subjects for which study data were analyzed, mean effect, and variability measures (SD or SEM). Office measurement was chosen for the evaluation of SBP because it was the component of BP measured (in accord with good practice) in each study, whereas ambulatory BP was assessed in only a few centers.
According to the study-selection criteria for the meta-analysis, only placebo-controlled, double-blinded, and randomized trials were included, hence reducing the risk of bias within each individual study. The hypothesis that quality of data retrieval could have an impact on the effect size observed in each study was tested in exploratory analyses of heterogeneity.
Statistical analysis
We used the R system statistical software version 2.13.1 15 and the Metafor package, version 1.4-016, for all computations in our statistical analysis of data. All of the analyses that were done were preplanned and described in a statistical analysis plan. The outcome measure was the mean difference between groups receiving IPP/VPP and those receiving placebo in the change from baseline to endpoint office SBP (primary outcome) and office DBP (secondary outcome). The retained endpoint for each study was the reading at the final evaluation visit if there was only one post-baseline evaluation, or the evaluation that was done most closely to week 8 if several evaluations were done.
Without adequate adjustment, errors in units of analysis may arise with data from crossover and parallel-group trials that have multiple arms. Four of the studies included in our meta-analysis used crossover designs, 13, 14, 17, 18 and three other studies had either multiple active-treatment arms, used different daily doses of IVP/IPP, 19, 20 or used different types of IPP/VPP. 21 A carryover effect was reported as significant only in the study conducted by Tuomilehto et al. 17 Consequently, only results from the first period of that study were used in our meta-analysis. In the case of parallel-group studies with multiple active-treatment arms, we pooled the dara for all active-treatment groups to avoid including the placebo group more than once in the same meta-analysis. This is unlikely to introduce any major bias, as we did not previously identify 4 any effect of the dose or matrix of an IPP/VPP product on its effect on SBP.
In calculating the mean pooled effect of IPP/VPP and its 95% CI, we estimated both fixed and random effects. Because we suspected heterogeneity on the basis of inconsistencies in treatment effects in the literature and in a previous metaanalysis, 4 we used a random-effects model meta-analysis as our primary analysis, with the REML (REstricted Maximum Likelihood) estimator. 16 Studies were weighted according to the inverse of their variance. Between-study heterogeneity was quantified by calculating tauÂ 2 , IÂ 2 and HÂ 2 statistics and by computing the Cochran's Q test statistic. 22 In investigating the risk of bias across studies, we examined the potential for publication bias by means of a funnel plot (SE of effect versus estimate of effect size for each study) and by computing the Kendall rank correlation test statistic (Kendall's tau) for the size of a standardized effect vs. the SE values of the effect. 23 Heterogeneity was explored in meta-regressions and subgroup analyses. The influence of each of the following characteristics was investigated: year of publication, country of origin of the patients (three groups: Nordic, Mediterranean, and others), BP status (normotensive, prehypertensive, or hypertensive), study design (parallel group or crossover), duration of administration of IPP/VPP, and assessment of "quality of data retrieval. " The influence of each individual study on the overall results was analyzed by omitting one study at a time. Influence effects were also computed, using studentized residuals, Cook's distance, and hat value.
reSUltS

Characteristics of included studies
A total of 91 potentially relevant publications was identified. On the basis of the criteria described above, 77 publications were discarded (see SDC Table 2 ) and 14 studies, including 1 that was analyzed according to 2 subgroups, 18 totaling 15 different series, were included (Tables 1 and  2) . All of the studies were published in English in international, peer-reviewed journals (except for one study 24 ), and as full papers (except for one study 14 that was published as a research letter). Together, the 15 reported series that were analyzed included 1,465 treatment periods (830 with IPP/ VPP and 635 with placebo) in 1,277 subjects (188 subjects in crossover trials). All of the studies were randomized and double-blinded. However, only 6 of the 14 studies used SBP as the primary criterion for the calculation of statistical power. 13, [19] [20] [21] 25, 26 The assumptions made about effect size or SD values, often not mentioned, seemed to overestimate the effect size, which was expected to be between -3 and -8 mm Hg, and to underestimate the SD, thus potentially leading to insufficient sample sizes. Estimations of study quality (Jadad score) and data-retrieval quality indicated that the risk of bias within studies was minor. For the primary outcome (change from baseline to endpoint in office SBP) among individual studies, the mean difference between IPP/VPP and placebo varied from -10.3 (± 5.3 SE) mm Hg in favor of IPP/VPP to +1.7 (± 1.07 SE) mm Hg in favor of placebo (Tables 2 and Figure 2 ). Data related to DBP are provided in SDC Table 3 .
heterogeneity and publication bias
Between-series heterogeneity (IÂ 2 = 20.6%, tauÂ 2 = 0.44) was not statistically significant (Q = 20.1, P = 0.13). However, we further explored heterogeneity, as discussed subsequently in this paper, because it provides relevant information about the factors that can affect data. In documenting the potential for publication bias, the funnel plot did not show asymmetry, although the study by Seppo et al. 24 had a large effect size and SE (Figure 1 ). The Kendall rank correlation test between of standardized effect sizes vs. their SEs was also nonsignificant (Kendall's tau = -0.28, P = 0.17). Consequently, there was no evidence of any publication bias in the studies used in the meta-analysis.
effect of isoleucine-proline-proline/valine-proline-proline on blood pressure
The results of the primary meta-analysis done with the random-effect model showed a statistically significantly greater effect of IPP/VPP over placebo on SBP in European patients, of a magnitude of -1.28 mm Hg (95% CI, -2.09 to -0.48, P = 0.0017) ( Figure 2 ). The effect estimate, determined with the fixed-effect model, was slightly larger (-1.53 mm Hg (95% CI, Table 1 . Characteristics of studies included in meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials of the effect of isoleucine-proline-proline and valine-proline-proline on systolic blood pressure a Placebo products were indistinguishable from verum and were either the vehicle food (yoghurt or fruit juice or spread), or milk fermented with bacteria unable to produce IPP/VPP. Abbreviations: BP, blood pressure; HT, hypertension; IPP, isoleucine-proline-proline; NA, not available; preHT, pre-hypertension; VPP, valine-proline-proline.
-2.10 to -0.96). The decrease in DBP was marginal (-0.59 mm Hg (95% CI, -1.18 to -0.01)) but significant (P = 0.047)(SDC Table 3 ). Exploration of heterogeneity, performed through meta-regressions and subgroup analyses of SBP data (see SDC Table 4 for corresponding data on DBP), provided evidence for the following effects: (i) A substantial effect of age (Figure 3) , with a decrease in treatment effect on SBP with increasing age (0.09 mm Hg/year of age (95% CI, 0.02 to 0.16), P = 0.011) without heterogeneity (P = 0.33), and the older the subjects in the study, the smaller the effect on SBP. The LTPs antihypertensive effect seems to be inversely related to the age of the subjects enrolled in the trials. Two series, 18 with subjects of young average age and an intermediate treatment effect, tended to lower the regression slope of age on treatment effect. Without these two series, the relationship between age and treatment effect would have been even stronger. (ii) A significant influence of country on the IPP/VPP-mediated reducton of SBP (P < 0.001). Subgroup analyses done on groups of countries showed no significant heterogeneity in any group, although showing a significant effect (P = 0.010) of IPP/VPP on SBP in Nordic countries (-3.31 mm Hg (95% CI, -5.84 to -0.78)) and a significant effect (P < 0.0001) of IPP/VPP on SBP in Italy (-1.77 mm Hg (95% CI, -2.60 to -0.94)), but virtually no effect in other countries (-0.15 mm Hg (95% CI, -1.30 to 1.00, P = 0.80)). (iii) A significant influence of study design (P = 0.015). Subgroup analyses showed a significant effect for IPP/VPP on SBP, with a decrease of -1.26 mm Hg (95% CI, -2.33 to -0.19, P = 0.021) in crossover studies and of -1.43 mm Hg (95% CI, -2.85 to -0.011, P = 0.048) in parallel-group studies. (iv) A significant influence of BP status (P < 0.0001), with subgroup analyses showing a decrease of -1.88 mm Hg (95% CI, -2.55 to -1.22) in subjects without overt hypertension and a nonsignificant (P = 0.3593) effect of -0.52 mm Hg (95% CI, -1.64 to 0.59) in subjects with hypertension.
heterogeneity was nonsignificant
No significant influence of year of publication, duration of treatment, or quality of data retrieval was seen on the The quality of data retrieval was rated as 3 if adequate information had been found in the publication or obtained from the authors; as 2 if some information was retrieved from the previously published meta-analysis by Cicero et al 4 ; and as 1 if any numerical information had to be extrapolated from a graphical presentation in the publication. estimate of the reduction in SBP. The influence of the different covariates on the results is illustrated in the forest plot of all the studies, sorted by effect size (Figure 4) . A potential confounding effect of country with age is visible, showing a clear association between younger age, Nordic countries, and important-effect size. A confounding effect of country with study design is also apparent: all Nordic studies showing a large effect size were parallel-design studies, whereas the only Nordic study showing a negative effect had a crossover design. The heterogeneity of the effect in studies of hypertensive subjects is also apparent: studies of hypertensive subjects are positioned both at the top (no effect) and bottom (stronger effect) parts of the Figure 4 , whereas studies of subjects without overt hypertension are shown in the intermediate area of the figure. A potential confounding effect of age with BP status must also be reported. Among the seven series whose subjects had a mean age above 50 years, 13, 17, [19] [20] [21] 25, 27 four, all of which involved overtly hypertensive subjects, showed no effect of IPP/VPP on SBP, whereas two showed moderate effects and one 20 showed a large effect. Among the seven series whose subjects had a mean age below 50 years, 24, 26, 28, 29 four series, all of which involved hypertensive subjects, showed a large effect on SBP (up to -10.3 mm Hg). The influence of each individual series was analyzed by omitting one study at a time. Omission of series 11.1 (the normal BP subgroup in the study done by Cicero et al. 18 ) decreased the estimate of the effect of IPP/VPP to -0.89 mm Hg (95% CI, -1.72 to -0.05), which nevertheless remained statistically significant (P = 0.037). The omitted series 11.1 had a large standardized residual of 2.08, indicating that the observed effect for this series deviated from the predicted effect under the fitted meta-analytic model. This same series had an increased Cook's distance and hat value (and weight), and hence had an important influence on the model. Decreases in tauÂ 2 and Q upon the removal of Cicero and colleagues' 18 series 11.1 (normal BP subgroup) from the model indicated that it introduced residual heterogeneity into the model. Whichever study was omitted, the results of the meta-analysis of the remaining studies consistently showed a statistically significant result favoring IPP/VPP over placebo.
DISCUSSIon
The meta-analysis of 14 European studies, done with the preplanned random-effect model, gave a statistically significant estimate of the effect of IPP/VPP on SBP of -1.28 mm Hg (95% CI, -2.09 to -0.48, P = 0.0017), without significant heterogeneity among studies and without evidence of publication bias. Bias within individual studies was minimized by limiting the selection of studies for meta-analysis to randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind studies and excluding studies with "extreme" conditions, such as very high doses of IPP/VPP, very short duration of intake, and populations consisting of subjects with treated hypertension. This also contributed to limiting the heterogeneity among the studies used for meta-analysis. The quality of data retrieval was good for most of the studies selected, and this was confirmed by the absence of an influence of the quality of data retrieval on the results of the analysis. This is to our knowledge the first meta-analysis restricted to European subjects, and it confirms that although Japanese populations may be better responders to IPP/VPP than are European populations, this peptide combination can be a useful means for helping to maintain a normal SBP in European subjects.
The magnitude of the decrease in SBP with IPP/VPP is moderate, and might not be relevant at the individual level, but can make sense at the population level. Indeed, several recommended and efficient lifestyle changes, such as moderate alcohol consumption 30 or dietary sodium restriction, 31, 32 do not translate into very substantial decreases in SBP at the population level. Intake of IPP/VPP might be used, in addition to lifestyle changes, to better control BP.
Most of the individual studies included in our metaanalysis had a small population-sample size and are likely to be statistically underpowered for detecting small effects. Retrospective power calculations, with the observed SDs and size effect found in the present meta-analysis, indicate that around 1,000 subjects would be needed to reach a power of 80% with a 5% alpha risk. In this context of small studies, nonsignificant results do not necessarily mean an absence of effect. By increasing the statistical power for demonstrating an effect of IPP/VPP in reducing BP, our meta-analysis provides convincing evidence of such an effect, whereas individual studies failed to do so.
Some limitations of our study should, however, be acknowledged. Despite the lack of evidence of publication bias in the studies used in our meta-analysis, some relevant studies might still have remained unpublished. Moreover, the meta-analysis was done on summary results reported in publications, rather than on individual data. The effect of individual covariates (e.g. age or baseline BP) has consequently not been assessed at an individual level.
Meta-regression approaches and subgroup meta-analyses in our study highlighted some features that can help in identifying the optimal conditions for IPP/VPP to exert their effect of reducing SBP. Among these features, the significant influence of age (P = 0.011) may deserve further attention, with a trend toward a stronger effect in younger subjects. When baseline mean BP values are carefully examined (see SDC Table 4 ), it can be seen that several studies are likely to have enrolled subjects with isolated systolic hypertension, whose mean age was also higher. 13, 19, 21, 25 In these studies, IPP/VPP seemed to be less effective in lowering SBP, which is an expected observation because isolated systolic hypertension in the elderly is often relatively resistant to first-line antihypertensive treatments. 33 Indeed, specific treatment guidelines are proposed for subjects with isolated hypertension, 34, 35 who should probably not have been considered as a population responsive to IPP/VPP, and whose inclusion may therefore have produced heterogeneity in the meta-analysis. In addition, the effect of age combines with BP status and country, with the results being a significant influence of BP status of subjects, a significant reduction of -1.88 mm Hg in subjects without overt hypertension, and a nonsignificant reduction in SBP of -0.52 mm Hg in patients with hypertension. In addition to the isolated systolic hypertension mentioned above, hypertensive patients are most often older than prehypertensive or normotensive individuals. Similarly, unlike studies in other countries, studies in Nordic countries, with a greater size effect, usually include younger subjects, in whom the effect of IPP/VPP is less than in other subjects. Although the analyses that we used do not provide a formal statistical demonstration of this influence, it can be hypothesized that the age of subjects is a key factor for the efficiency of IPP/VPP in lowering SBP. In most of the studies included in our meta-analysis, it appears that patients were not selected on the basis of variability in SBP before randomization, as is usually done when antihypertensive compounds are developed. 36 This probably explains the large SD of the change in SBP often observed in many of the studies included in our meta-analysis. The study by Cicero et al., 18 which contributes substantially to the results of our metaanalysis, reports the lowest SD of changes in SBP because healthy subjects have per se a smaller excursion of BP than unhealthy ones, and because subjects whose SBP changed by less than 7 mm Hg from their run-in visit to their randomization visit were targeted by preselection.
In conclusion, our findings indicate that the milk-derived peptides IPP and VPP can significantly decrease office SBP in European subjects, as previously shown in Japanese subjects. The estimated effect is small but significant, both statistically and clinically, when compared with other lifestyle interventions for reducing BP, and may well yield a significant decrease in the risk of coronary and cerebrovascular disease at the population level. 37 Meta-regressions suggest that the effect could be more significant in middle-aged adults with only slightly elevated values of SBP, suggesting that IPP/ VPP is potentially of interest preventively, in that treating prehypertension is associated with the effective prevention of frank hypertension. 38, 39 Consequently, IPP and VPP could have a role in the treatment of hypertension, although further studies are still needed to evaluate their antihypertensive efficacy in everyday life.
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